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Have you ever felt frozen by fear and panic? Unable
to do the things you would like to do with ease and
peace? Have feelings of dread, fright, alarm, and
trembling? Sleepless nights, pacing the floor,
wishing you could just fly away? Uncontrollable
sweating, rapid pulse, and shakiness? Powerless
over your circumstance? Asking yourself, "What's
wrong with me?" I too had experienced these very
same things during a great trial in my life, which led
me to the writing of this book. Instead of faltering or
giving in to the fear and panic I had been
experiencing, I started an almost two-year journey
into an in-depth study of God's Word and asked him
for answers: Give me wisdom. Give me insight. Why
am I going through this? Show me how to be set
free. And with constant prayer and study, God did
indeed open up my eyes to many things that will not
only amaze you, but will also set you free from this
grip! If you want to receive the freedom that only
God can give where the research has already been
done for you, then it is a must that you read this
book! You will experience a closer relationship with
our Lord and will have a much more better
understanding of his Word. The Word that will set
you free! "And you shall know the truth, and the truth
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shall set you free!" (John 8:32)
Miracle is a gift follows in line with the work of wellknown authors like Jack Canfield (Chicken Soup for
the Soul) and Sid Roth (It’s Supernatural) to name a
few. Halley Arten expanded her contribution, by a
collection of testimonies from fourteen random
people, on the same topic of supernatural
interventions in our daily lives. Her book is an
anointed piece, which is highly contagious,
jumpstarting anyone’s faith. Her sincere desire is to
spread her message of hope far and wide and
empower those who are looking for answers, to
equip them with tools to fight the good fight of faith
unto victory. Her contribution is an emotional
account of a journey from the edge of hopelessness
into full personal empowerment.
Elyse Fitzpatrick, coauthor of Women Helping
Women (a Gold Medallion Finalist), offers practical
advice for conquering the paralyzing emotions many
women encounter as they battle difficult, often
overwhelming concerns about rebellious children,
problems in the workplace or home, health issues,
financial difficulties, and more. In the Bible, God
gives guidance and offers the true solution to our
anxieties and fears. Overcoming Fear, Worry, and
Anxiety accesses this information to help women—
Identify the source of fear, worry, and anxiety
Transform fearful thoughts into peaceful confidence
Discover specific strategies for overcoming anxiety
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Women will find comfort and encouragement through
real-life examples of how others, including Elyse,
cast their cares upon God and experience His
strength and love.
Fear is something that everyone deals with in life.
Whether you are young or old, single or married, live
at home with your parents or just moved out, there
are bound to be some moments of fear. Having
moments of fear isn't the problem; however, the
problem comes in when you allow those moments of
fear to control your life and then you have a ¿spirit¿
of fear. The Bible says in 2 Timothy 1:7 ¿For God
has not given us the spirit of timidity, but of power
and love and discipline.¿ The word ¿timidity¿ here is
the Greek word ¿deilia¿ which is translated as
fearfulness or cowardice. This means that while we
might face moments of fear throughout our lives we
can¿t allow this to make us cowards. We have to
trust God and have more faith in God than we have
fear in the world.This 31 day devotional is designed
to help you live by God's equation for our life. God
has created us to have more faith in Him than fear in
the world. Each day you will have the ¿Scripture,¿
which is simply the scripture for the day, the ¿Say
what¿ which is the scripture explained in a few lines,
and the ¿Breakdown¿ which is the actual devotion
for the day. Then we have the ¿Live it out¿ which will
be a few lines to help you act on this scripture today.
The ¿Prayer¿ is next which is simply the daily prayer
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and then we have the ¿Reflection¿ which is the
section in each day for you to write your notes and
thoughts for the day. The reflection is key for you to
treat this devotional like a journal to track your
thoughts and come back to it later.Ok let¿s get
started with day 1 on this journey that we will take
together on the road to having more faith than we
have fear, using God's equation.
Effective instructions on how to share the love of
Christ with anyone are offered in this guide. Reissue.
30,000 first printing.
There are notebook features the Quote "Let Your
Faith Be Bigger Than Your Fear" on the cover. You
can use to note or write your idea. It can be used as
a notebook, journal or composition book. This
paperback notebook is 8.5" x 11" and has 110 pages
/55 sheets that are wide ruled.
Are you tired of living in fear? You know that great
potential lies within you but you are too afraid to
move forward. You know that there is a bright future
ahead of you but you are concerned with what
people will think. You know that God is calling you to
do something great but because you cannot see the
full picture, you fearfully stand still. In this Releasing
the Fear and Walking in Faith, Ranelli Williams
shares biblical truths and practical steps to help you
conquer your fears and step out on faith into a world
of bright hope, contentment, joy, peace, love, and
prosperity. Further, in this revised and expanded
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version, Ranelli has invited individuals to share their
personal testimonies of faith and the light and peace
they received once they chose faith over fear and
walk boldly in their purpose.
Badass Boss Lady. This is a lined notebook (lined
front and back). Simple and elegant. 110 pages, high
quality cover and (6 x 9) inches in size.
Like the flip of a switch, Chickening IN created an
epiphany or “God Moment.” Where there was once
hopelessness, fear, and doubt . . . now there is new
found hope, courage, and strength. We live in an
unpredictable, uncontrollable world where things
change often, and fear can plant itself deeply within
our hearts. Chickening IN is a practical approach to
defeating the fear and doubt that is preventing us
from becoming brave, bold women of God. Do you
long to overcome the fear and doubt that is
sabotaging the life God has for you? Are you ready
to grow in courage and put feet to your faith? You’ve
come to the right place! I’d like to invite you to join
me on a transformation journey to stop chickening
out and start Chickening IN. By accepting my
invitation you will embark into the land of
transformation. A place where fear-filled lives can be
reconstructed into courageous faith-filled lives.
Chickening IN will require hard work and honest
assessment, but I will lead you step by step through
the eight pillars of Chickening IN that have changed
my life and that can change your life, too!
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Daily Pondering on Prayer, scriptures and prayer
requests. This journal focuses on Spiritual
Enlightening with coloring images and places to take
notes, write down scriptures and prayer
requests.Use this journal to help you focus more on
gratitude, meditation and spiritual guidance. This
book is designed to help you focus daily on praying
and pondering.Use this journal to concentrate on
spiritual enlightenment and drawing closer to God
through prayer, bible study and personal
worship.See preview for example of pages inside
this paperback journal. Journal has 105 pages with
different coloring images throughout the book. Sized
8.5x11 inches.
OVER 300,000 COPIES SOLD! Why won’t God
reveal his special will for my life already? Because
he doesn’t intend to... So says Kevin DeYoung in
this punchy book about making decisions the godly
way. Many of us are listening for the still small voice
to tell us what’s next instead of listening to the clear
voice in Scripture telling us what’s now. God does
have a will for your life, but it is the same as
everyone else’s: Seek first the kingdom of God. And
quit floundering. With pastoral wisdom and tasteful
wit, DeYoung debunks unbiblical ways of
understanding God’s will and constructs a simple
but biblical alternative: live like Christ. He exposes
the frustrations of our waiting games and unfolds the
freedom of finding God’s will in Scripture and then
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simply doing it. This book is a call to put down our
Magic 8-Balls and pick up God’s Word. It’s a call to
get wisdom, follow Christ, be holy, and live freely. To
just do something.
A woman's faith in God is challenged by the first
question Satan asks Eve in the Bible: "Did God really
say you can’t eat from any tree in the garden?" That
seed of doubt and the story it begins to unfold breed
a concept of fear still haunting each of us on some
level every day-the idea that our actions could ruin
something beautiful, and God might not have control
of things. In What Women Fear, acclaimed writer
and speaker Angie Smith admits, "fear is a major
part of my testimony" and talks openly about her
treatment for anxiety as a child. Giving a voice to the
problem, she says, "I truly believe every single one
of us struggles with some type of fear, whether it's
fear of flying or fear of being 'found out.' Maybe you
don’t worry about dying, but you get sick thinking
about the fact that you might fail." Rather than
suggesting that those who truly love the Lord would
never fear, Angie blends her own experiences with
those of men and women from throughout Scripture
to help us start dealing more effectively with these
true, human emotions. Whether it’s a constant
"What if?," a nagging fear of abandonment or
betrayal, fear of your own or someone else’s death,
fear of trusting God's plan, or even the fear that
God's existence is a lie, Angie will walk you through
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stories of others who have simultaneously loved God
and struggled with fear. Join Angie and discover how
to let Jesus redeem this struggle as only He can,
that He will be glorified, and you will be transformed!
Endorsements Angie Smith has the rare gift to write
a non-fiction page-turner as good as any fiction book
I've read. As her words tumbled out in raw honesty,
fresh hope spread before me. Her teachings on fear
are comforting, practical, and gut honest. I can't wait
for you to read this life-changing book. What Women
Fear is one of my favorites this year. Honestly, I
think it will stay next to my bed for a very long time.
Lysa TerKeurst, New York Times best-selling author
of Made to Crave You don't have to be around Angie
Smith very long to fall in love with her. She is funny
and transparent with a passionate love for Christ. In
What Women Fear Angie holds up a mirror so that
we can see ourselves from every angle, the thoughts
we display on the front shelves of our lives and those
we hide. The greatest gift tucked into this book is the
overwhelming picture of the mercy of our God who
understands our fears and invites us to stand beside
Him in the rain and let His love wash us clean.
Sheila Walsh, author of The Shelter of God's
Promises Whatever high wire you’re walking right
now, there really is nobody you want at the other end
of the line like Angie Smith. And this rare gem of a
book is like a steadying, sure hand taking you right
into His presence in ways you never imagined. Vivid,
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profoundly biblical, yet girlfriend real with just-themedicine-you-need-funny, every page is reviving
hope for every woman. Simply, Angie Smith is a
Bible teacher for such a time as this. Ann Voskamp,
New York Times best-selling author of One
Thousand Gifts
History of the Los Angeles Stake of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Includes the
history of the stake adminis- trations, portraits of
stake presidents, and description of the various
historic ward meetinghouses within the stake.
Sarah is a world renowned poet, author, and prayer
warrior. Her story is about how fear has impacted
her life and how God has walked with her through
the wilderness of fear. This walk wasn't always easy
and the direction wasn't always readily detectable
but in the end, her walk with Jesus would reveal
what was happening. The early death of a son took
her further into this wilderness than she had ever
been before and almost cost her an unimaginable
price. Come identify with the events shared and
learn some answers about life. Sarah Berthelson. In
college Sarah was one of the first Baptist Student
Union summer missionaries to be sent from
Mississippi, As a military wife she was a lay
missionary in Okinawa, Japan through the Foreign
Mission Board. Sarah was a member of many
churches where she taught in all areas of the church
ministries and was often Sunday School Director. At
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the present time she is an adult Sunday School
Teacher at First Baptist Church, Millington,
Tennessee. She shares her walk with the Lord in
other churches and ladies groups. In addition to
writing, her passion is serving with an international
prayer service where she ministers to people of all
walks of life. Her sharing the plan of salvation and
seeing people come to know the Lord Jesus in a
personal way is most rewarding.
Presents a six-week Bible study guide to dispelling
fears and the stresses they cause in order to
confront situations with courage, strength, and faith
in God.
Today, our world is a scary hyperconnected place.
Thanks to the internet, we know more than we ever
did when our world was limited to our town and local
news. At any given time, we can witness tragedy
anywhere in the world through a device in our
pockets. It seems more than ever the cable news
network's sling drama and fear 24-7. This takes a toll
on our psyche. More Americans today are being
diagnosed with anxiety, depression, and PTSD than
ever before. Moreover, life itself can be terrifying. We
struggle through sickness, injury, and financial
issues daily. We worry about our children and
friends. Anxiety abounds when trying to achieve our
goals. Nothing we want is easy or harmless. How do
we navigate and digest so much negative
information and situations? K. D. Harper tackles fear
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head on using Christian apologetics and straight
forward logic. He draws on the story of King David
and his own prison experience to paint a picture of
overcoming intense fear. Harper reshapes the
readers' worldview by starting at the very beginning
with an understanding of who is God. Then he
moves into a breakdown of the one behind fear and
doubt. Using love and forgiveness he shapes an
understanding of the principle steps it takes to
become truly heroic using relentless faith in Jesus
Christ. If you find that fear is keeping you from
success, relationships, or being the best you can be
this book is for you.
We will never be short on fears. Failure, rejection, sickness,
losing a loved one, being alone—the fears we carry are many
and heavy. Fear can be a tyrant, a bully we can’t hide from. It
can paralyze our spirit, damage our relationships, and hinder
our faith. Trillia is no stranger to fear. She has known its
harsh grip on her life, but she has also known the gentle hand
of God, a peace and a faith from the One who conquers
fears. In Fear and Faith, Trillia will encourage you as she
reflects on Scripture and her own story. She will show you
Jesus, who was tempted like you in every way. She will show
you the character of God and how it inspires faith. And she
will show you real women who have walked the road of
fear—or are still walking it—and how they have found security
in the Lord to be their strength. Whatever your fear, you are
not alone, nor are you without hope. You have the One who
can replace your fear with faith.
In this no non-sense book, reliable spiritual guide, Will
Willimon, invites readers to consider the gospel command to
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love (and not merely tolerate) those considered to be “Other”
or outside mainstream Christian culture. Rooted in the faith of
Israel and the Christian story and vision, Willimon brings a
Wesleyan perspective to bear on what may be the hardest
thing for people of faith to do: keeping and loving the "Other"
as they are - without any need for them to become like us.
Emphasizing biblical teaching to receive Others for who they
are and their differences as gifts and mysteries bearing the
grace of God, Willimon also offers a strong critique of the
privileged who all too often rush to speak of reconciliation and
evade the injustice of huge inequalities faced by foreigners
and strangers - as well as the antagonism the stranger
experiences. He identifies concrete, everyday ways persons
are formed in welcoming others without annihilating their
differences. Rooted in the New Testament understanding of
Gentile outsiders grafted into the covenant community,
Willimon invites readers to an on-the-ground faith that
remembers the God who comes to us again and again
through so-called outsiders, strangers, immigrants, and those
without status. Beyond welcome, Christians must become
“other” to the world, shaking off the dominant culture’s
identity and privilege through practices of listening, humility,
and understanding. “I love Will Willimon, and I love this book.
Will writes with prophetic sarcasm, a touch of humor, plenty of
self-effacement, and a pastor’s heart. And his words will
make you laugh, cringe, cry, confess, and repent. This is a
very timely book. I urge you, prospective reader, as you read
this blurb on the back cover: buy and read it! You’ll be
grateful you did.” —Adam Hamilton, senior pastor, The United
Methodist Church of the Resurrection, Leawood, KS; author
of Half Truths “This gutsy, biblically rich, theologically searing
book by Willimon gigs everybody’s sacred cow. Not only is
the one whom Christ loves Other but God is Other. The
ground beneath us shakes the walls that divide us. If you are
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holed-up happy with people who look like you, don’t read this
thing. It will screw up your world.” —Tex Sample, Robert B.
and Kathleen Rogers Professor Emeritus of Church and
Society, Saint Paul School of Theology, Leawood, KS
“Timely and prophetic, Willimon’s call to love the Other will
quickly take hold of your soul, changing your preaching and
your life. This book is not just a reminder of our Christian
calling to welcome the Other but a call to conversion, a new
way of seeing the neighbor and a new way of being in the
world God desperately loves.” —Karoline M. Lewis, Marbury
E. Anderson Chair of Biblical Preaching, Luther Seminary, St.
Paul, MN “Bishop Willimon’s new book should come with a
warning: Do not read unless you are ready to be changed
and want to change the world!” —O. Wesley Allen Jr., Lois
Craddock Perkins Professor of Homiletics, Perkins School of
Theology, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX Now
with a New Introduction!
In a world inundated with an assortment of threats and
potential dangers peering in the windows of our lives prods
insecurity. The stock market crash of 2008 left one of my
friends feeling bewildered and lugubrious after losing
$300,000 in that financial disaster. As the economy
worsened, the demand for life coaches’ augmented turning it
into an $800 million dollar industry in the U.S. alone. The
reason being that in this world of uncertainty, brokenness,
and probable perils people are looking for meaning and
purpose. When we know who we are and our purpose for
living fear dissipates. This book replicates Christ’s interaction
with his disciples as he taught them what to do to not allow
life threatening circumstances to needle them into a life of
fear. Given the times in which we live this book is just what
the doctor ordered
The creator of the popular Formerly Fundie blog on Patheos
explains how the "American Christianity" we are currently
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taught is actually a fear-saturated distortion of biblical faith.
Benjamin L. Corey thought he was suffering a crisis of faith,
but it turned out to be a spiritual awakening. Corey became
aware that the constant fear of hell and judgment that defined
his Christian faith was out of sync with the idea that God acts
from love, and promises to deliver us from fear. In the wake of
this realization came newfound insights—from reading the
Bible to re-examining American life and the church's role in
the wider world. Corey learned that what he had been taught
was a distorted version of Christianity that was not only
untrue but caused real spiritual harm. He also discovered that
he wasn’t alone. Many Christians are yearning to distinguish
between the Christianity that has become a rigid American
civil religion and the authentic Christian faith embodied in
Jesus. As he recounts his own spiritual journey, Corey offers
a powerful and inspiring message of hope for every Christian
increasingly frustrated with the church today. Do not be
discouraged, he assures them. You do not need to give up
your faith; you can rediscover the reality of a vibrant
Christianity that delivers us from fear and inspires and guides
us all today.
From life along the Tigris River in the 1970s to the ongoing
Arab Spring uprisings, Phil Karber has witnessed decades of
change throughout the Middle East. Fear and Faith in
Paradise draws on his wealth of experience to sketch a timely
and compelling portrait of the region throughout history.
Seamlessly moving between past and present, Karber
skillfully develops two overarching themes: How America's
footprint can be shifted from a military to a humanitarian
emphasis and how fear is used as a cudgel by today’s
monotheistic leaders to sacrifice the faithful. Whether
Christian, Muslim, or Jewish, they all invoke their own vision
of paradise, often as incentive, in hopeless conflicts that
seem doomed to be repeated. Karber’s down-to-earth writing
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vividly conveys the region’s charm and beauty against a
backdrop of power struggles among competing faiths,
nationalisms, and outside forces.
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for
those who seek to know God better. It unfolds life-impacting,
biblical truths and has been called a "soul-stirring celebration
of the pleasures of knowing God."
Want to overcome fear? Bestselling author, life coach, and
counselor Holley Gerth shares 21 empowering truths that will
help you find courage and confidence in uncertain times to
face each day with faith instead of fear--starting right now.
A popular preacher and ethicist offers down-to-earth help on
facing and overcoming common fears in the life of faith.

What if I fail this test? What if I lose my job? What if I'm
not good enough to go to heaven? For anyone who has
ever felt weighed down with worry, Gary Zimak lights the
path to freedom. Even though the Bible tells us to "be not
afraid" but it's next to impossible to follow that advice
when faced with the big - and small - "what-ifs" of life.
Chronic worrier Gary Zimak is no stranger to fear and
anxiety, and in From Fear to Faith he shares his process
for overcoming common and wearying fears and
embracing the calm strength of faith through his 5-P
method. As Gary says writes, by doing what we can and
letting God take it from there, we can start feeling less
anxious and more at more at peace today! Through
biblical examples, prayers, and personal stories, Gary
Zimak will help you start the journey from fear to faith as
soon as you're ready. From what to pack to who needs
to join you on the ride Gary ensures you're prepared for
whatever anxiety-inducing situations meet you on your
journey.
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Together till the End: A Blueprint for Successful Marriage
was written with an intention to inspire couples all over
the world to keep their marriages together until the end
of time. The high rate of divorce and domestic violence
makes many people believe that marriage is a terrible
thing, but this book carries the truth that will bring hope
to millions of people around the world. It brings deep
psychological insights and spiritual revelations that will
open the readers eyes of understanding and bring
restoration to broken marriages. It highlights how our
differences should work for us and not against us.
Despite the many challenges of life, marriages can still
thrive, and this book was written to help you make it
happen for your marriage.
America's bestselling author and inspirational columnist
Catherine Galasso-Vigorito brings practical Biblical
advice and true, modern-day stories to serve as
illuminating encouragement in the face of life's
challenges. Filled with encouraging true stories, rich
Biblical passages, and pragmatic words of wisdom, The
Open Window provides workable suggestions and
concrete ways to help deal with the challenges of life.
This unique devotional offers strengthening principles for
difficult circumstances, as well as stories of
encouragement that reveal how times of adversity can
become windows of opportunity--if we can see that a
window is open. Featuring eight weeks of daily guidance,
The Open Window will show how, with faith and trust in
God, one can take focused steps to look beyond present
difficulties and find the Light that is shining inside. In a
captivating voice, Catherine Galasso-Vigorito shares
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personal moments from her own life as intimate
examples of persistence. Recommended for individual or
group study.
Fear, Faith, and a Fistful of Chocolates is tailored to your
everyday fears—financial, health, relationships, loss, pain,
the unknown, the what-ifs—both real and imagined. In an
age of uncertainty, inspirational humorist Deb Coty
promises peace and hope for a better future. You’ll
come away refreshed, renewed, and ready to conquer
your worries!
Fear is not simply an emotion we feel, it can also be
paralyzing, controlling, and even motivating.
Unfortunately, fear is often a byproduct of the sin in our
heart. We want to appear righteous, so in our pride and
self-righteousness we fear man and conceal who we
really are. Maybe we've had difficult, painful trials and so,
rooted in anxiety, we look at the future fearfully, rather
than trusting the Lord. In Fear and Faith, we will look our
fears in the face, name their root cause, and learn
together how to lean on the One who we can and should
trust. Fear has a way of whispering lies to our souls
about who God is. But the Lord is better and through
exploring what the Word says about our sovereign, good,
and loving God, we can learn to rest in His ever-open
arms. Ultimately we fight fear by trusting in the Lord and
fearing Him.
This Bible study examines 10 fears common to most
women and suggests ways to overcome such fears by
using them as stepping stones to deeper faith, renewed
confidence, and sincere reverence for a powerful and
loving God.
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In this six-session Bible study (DVD/digital video sold
separately), author and Proverbs 31 Ministries speaker
Lynn Cowell explores how confidence-in-question keeps
us from boldly experiencing what God intends for our
lives. Dive into six stories in the Bible of not-so-wellknown women who found themselves needing
confidence to make their move, and how they uncovered
the faith to get it. Lynn encourages women to leave
behind all the unnecessary insecurity this world induces
and find confidence in God alone. Learn from the
Daughters of Zelophehad, the Women of Exodus,
Martha & Mary, Rahab, Deborah, Abigail and Michal how
to: Intentionally build your confidence on the one thing
that cannot be taken from you. Recover from defeating
decisions to move forward toward a strong self-worth.
Position yourself to not lose your poise—even in the worst
circumstances. Identify and address the fears that keep
you stuck, with practical steps to walk in your calling with
confidence. This study is for any woman who’s ready to
dig into God’s Word to find confidence and boldness to
do great things. This book includes personal Bible study
as well as group discussion questions. The study can be
completed by individuals as well as in groups. Designed
for use with the companion Make Your Move Video
Study (sold separately).
Fear vs. Faith is a journey into the two forces that govern
our universe, one positive the other negative. The
controlling factor for these powers lies within you and I,
fear and faith; the force of destruction vs. the power of
creation. Including a powerful look into two of the most
influential men of all time.
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2-year Planner With Attractive Cover! With this planner,
you can maintain your two-year record with you. Year
view at a glance 2020 - 2021 to note down all important
events. You can give this attractive gift to anybody on
any occasion. You can BUY this planner at a very
reasonable price. Size: 6"x9" Pages: 52 White Sheets
Planner Notebook Journal Cover: Glossy, Softcover It is
easy to carry. Buy It Now!
Fear is one of the strongest human emotions, and it is
one that often baffles Christians. “The fear of the Lord is
the beginning of knowledge.” —Proverbs 1:7 Fear is one
of the strongest human emotions—and one that often
baffles Christians. In the Bible the picture can seem
equally confusing: Is fear a good thing or a bad thing?
And what does it mean to “fear the Lord”? In Rejoice
and Tremble, Michael Reeves clears the clouds of
confusion and shows that the fear of the Lord is not a
negative thing at all, but an intensely delighted
wondering at God, our Creator and Redeemer.
Diagnosed with cancer at age seventeen, Carly's once
stable high school life filled with classes, sports, and
friendships, was flipped upside down. Although the trials
that came with her treatments were not easy, Carly
continually prayed for hope in hardships and peace of
mind through the chaos. She tells her story by reflecting
on the past and enhances the reading by including the
journal entries she kept through her diagnosis. Carly
wrote this book with the intention of providing courage
and support to those undergoing treatment, but she also
hopes to offer advice to the family and friends indirectly
affected by the patient's condition.
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"Will He plead against me with His great power? No, but
He would put strength in me. "Job 23: 6. No doubt Job
meant to say that if God would allow him to argue his
case before Him, it was his belief that God, so far from
taking advantage of His superior strength in the
controversy, would even strengthen him, that the
controversy might be fair and that the judgment might be
unbiased. "He would not plead against me with His great
strength. In this blessed text, based on the book of Job,
Pastor Charles Spurgeon will teach us a message of
faith.
A haunting examination of groupthink and mass hysteria
in a rural community The place is Salem, Massachusetts,
in 1692, an enclave of rigid piety huddled on the edge of
a wilderness. Its inhabitants believe unquestioningly in
their own sanctity. But in Arthur Miller's edgy
masterpiece, that very belief will have poisonous
consequences when a vengeful teenager accuses a rival
of witchcraft—and then when those accusations multiply
to consume the entire village. First produced in 1953, at
a time when America was convulsed by a new epidemic
of witch-hunting, The Crucible brilliantly explores the
threshold between individual guilt and mass hysteria,
personal spite and collective evil. It is a play that is not
only relentlessly suspenseful and vastly moving but that
compels readers to fathom their hearts and consciences
in ways that only the greatest theater ever can. "A drama
of emotional power and impact" —New York Post
The bestselling author of Love Unending and Midnight
Mom Devotional reassures anxious women that even if
you can't shake off fear, your faith is not broken. For
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years, Christian women have been told, "If you just
prayed more, had more faith, and trusted Jesus, you'd
have more peace." But what does it mean when a
Christian momma continues to worry? How does she
reconcile her feelings of fear with her faith in God? And
how does she raise her children in a home full of peace
when she feels anything but peaceful? Becky Thompson,
a best-selling author with a degree in biblical studies,
knows firsthand what it is like to suffer from the crippling
effects of anxiety--a condition she has struggled to
overcome for most of her life. For her and many others,
the fear she faces is not a faith issue. It's a physical one
that affects over 40 million adults in the US. As Becky
examines the relationship between the promise of peace
in Scripture and the reality of life, motherhood, and
anxiety, she brings both a practical and spiritual
approach to the discussion of anxiety and how it impacts
your mind, body, and spirit. Peace meets moms in the
forest of fear where they have felt isolated and alone and
walks them toward hope, reminding them that there are
millions of other women who walk the same dark,
uncertain trails they do and there isn't something wrong
with their faith because they can't shake the fear. Peace
is a lifeline for the Christian mom desperate for solid
advice based on sound doctrine and presented in a way
that makes her feel understood and far less alone on her
journey toward healing.
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